It is the purpose of this note to give some characterizations of flat and projective modules, partly in ideal theoretical terms, partly in terms of the exterior product of a module (''puissance extérieure"); cf. (1).
for all right ideals a and 6 in R.
Proof. The necessity may be shown as in (2, p. 32, Proposition 6). In fact, for any right ideal a of R, #(a) (in Bourbaki's notation) may be identified with aM by the canonical mapping from R 0 R M to M.
Conversely, let M be a torsion-free left i^-module for which (*) is satisfied for all right ideals a and b. To prove that M is flat, we shall show that any linear relation in M is a consequence of linear relations in R (2, p. for all i and j, respectively. We shall show this by induction on n. For n = 1, r\ m\ = 0 implies r\ = 0 or mi = 0, so that there is nothing to prove. Let us now assume that any linear relation in M with n -1 terms is a consequence of linear relations in R. We shall then prove that this also holds for any linear relation If all the coefficients r t are zero, there is nothing to prove; so we may assume that at least one of them, say r n , is not zero.
Let a be the right ideal a = r\R + . . . + r n -\ R and b be the right ideal b = r n R. Obviously
is an element of aM P\ bM and hence, because of (*), an element of (a H b)M. Therefore r n m n admits a representation of the form
As an element of a each coefficient dj may be written as a right linear combination of ri, . . . , r n _i
Inserting this in (1) and (2), we obtain ri(mi + J^j xij ™>j) + . . . + r n _i (ra"_i + X); ^n-i,; wi^) = 0.
We have thus obtained a linear relation with n -1 terms; by the inductive assumption, we can find elements r ik Ç R, 1 < i < w -1, and elements m k ^ M such that Wj + X! ; -x^-m^ = Y,k r ik m kj 1 < i < w -1, and rc-l (4) ^ r t f ik = 0 for all &.
As an element of b = r n R, a ; can be written dj = r n x nJ . Now, r n ?± 0 and ikf is torsion-free, so (2) Remark. If R is moreover assumed to be left Noetherian, then the weak global dimension of R is equal to the left global dimension (7, Theorem 20, p. 154). Hence (ii) and (iii) are characterizations of rings whose left global dimension is < 1, i.e. of left hereditary rings (4, VI, Proposition 2.8).
In the following part of this note we shall restrict ourselves to modules over commutative rings R without proper zero divisors, i.e. to modules over integral domains.
Let K be the quotient field of the integral domain R. If M is a torsion-free i^-module, it may be embedded in a vector space over K> viz. K ® B M. We begin by giving a necessary condition for a torsion-free i^-module M with dim K (K <S>B M) < co to be flat over R. Proof. Let wi, . . . , m d+ i be any d + l elements of M. Since for all i and 7, respectively. We may assume that d + 1 < n, since otherwise we could formally insert elements m ; with coefficients f tj = 0. Before stating the next theorem, we remark that the exterior product has the usual localization property. In fact, let 5 be any multiplicatively closed set of elements of R containing the identity element but not containing 0. Proof. If M is projective, M is also flat, so that Theorem 3 implies A M = 0. Moreover, since K &# M is a finitely generated i£-module, it follows from (3, §5.5, Proposition 9) that M is a finitely generated i£-module. Proof. If M c^P © M T with projective P, then M T is finitely generated; thus there is a non-zero element c G R with cM T = 0 and (*) is satisfied for all ideals a and b contained in (c). To prove the "if" part, it suffices to show that
for all ideals a and b, for by Corollary 2 this implies that
Any element x G aM/M T P bM/M T has the form
Choosing representatives x, m t G M, we obtain Let c be a non-zero element in c such that cm' = cm" = 0. Then
Since caÇc and rf) CI c, we infer that caM P cbM" = (ca P cb)M = c(a P b)M and thus ex = ^j cdj m j} dj G ûP b.
Hence x -^ 6^-ra ; -G My or
If P is a Priifer ring, i.e. a semi-hereditary integral domain, then any ideal a in P is a flatP-module; cf. (4, VII, Proposition 4.2). Therefore, by Theorem 3, A a = 0 for any ideal a considered as an P-module. Conversely, if A a = 0 for any ideal a in an integral domain P, then by Theorem 4, any finitely generated ideal in P is a projective P-module and P is thus a Priifer ring. In other words 
